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Andy is still using material that I wrote 1978-1980. While it served the 
purpose then it is totally inadequate in 1997. A case in point is that 
one of the 8 assignments deals with wild cat strikes at freezing works. 
That was topical in the 1980s. It is irrelevant today. There is nothing 
in the RNZSPCA training about the New Zealand Bill of Rights Act or the 
Dog Control Act 
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What I ming to is that the training could all be unified under 
UNITEC oy pulling in MOM, RNZSPCA and my skills and achieving a cost 
effective training programme that meets the needs of all 3 
organisations. It was always UNITEC's intention to establish an on-site 
and workplace training course first, and then develop a long distance 
package (correspondence). That could serve the needs of all. 

The UNITEC course might-have been cost offective if it catered to TAs 
only but it would have been marginal. If RNZSPCA tries to set itself up 
as a private training provider it might find it is not cost effective. 
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They will have their hands full setting up a v~•orkplace assessment scheme 
just to bring their existing Inspectors up to standard without setting 
up a PTE as well. Peter Blomkamp is the fin~;t to sya they do not have 
the resources or the people that can do it. 

It was UNITEC's intention to engage me as the course co-ordinator bu® /( 
there would still need to be a ranQe of tutor~~ (veterinarians, senior r?~ 
SPCA Inspectors, and even MQM livestock clfficers) as well as me~~ ~ 

About one.-third of the training will be in anirnal care and handf§i .~ v ~ 
RNZSPCA will not be able to deliver that training internally an ~\S -
possibly MOM might not be able to either, unless they use eir ow v 
who are not trained teachers. Q ~ 

It might well be found that the most costNeffective me fiv~~ • 
'l. training to the National Certificate is to unite undec ~~ 
( heir core business. S) ~ 

-->I think the remedy might be in mediation. Yo~~a i~est 
position to mediate. A.~ Z\f Ul 

Some Kissinger strategies might be call~n~ mit meeting 
between all. s::J ~ 'V 

the Head of Department at. U 

"Dear Neil, ~ ~ 
Let's think positive~ld \;/ a ead ~~ ~ong as you understand 
that we may have. t I e ~g' at the last minute if there are not 
enough enromm ts. 
Diane has do r t jo~ m sure th1at there is the potential 

~~there. Now · e~ ~ timistic. 
\~J have~· i~i~ 

1 
r you. Now I just need to find a 

compu rQ ~ 

Judy" /0~ 
I have not !'( ~t obviously I need to be honest and tell her soon 
that wit TA policy it is pointless in trying to launch anything 
this ye r~ oughts on how this should be approached? 

I warned you that these thoughts are rambling and they live up to that 
. prediction. 

I have copied this to Catherine as I would appreciate her input as well. 

I will be working from home !tomorrow. 
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